Baptism in the Name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost?
Are the words below proof of the doctrine of the Trinity?

- „Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost:” {Matthew 28:19}

- „When they heard this, they were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.” {Acts 19:5}
This expression cannot possibly be confirmation of the Trinity! And since the Bible never
contradicts itself either, and despite appearances to the contrary, as in the above two verses, we
need to study this question out much more deeply.
Since the Bible in many places calls the Holy Spirit the Spirit of the Father, the Spirit of Jesus, that
makes every other interpretation unbiblical, and shows that in this statement of Jesus it really
implies “Their Spirit.” The Great Commission isn’t proof for a third divine being, but is rather a
promise, that the Father and Son will transform baptized believers into newborn spiritual children
who are free from sin!

- „Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his brethren: and the Spirit

of the Lord came upon David from that day forward. So Samuel rose up, and went to Ramah.”
{1 Samuel 16:13}

- „And because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, crying,
Abba, Father.” {Galatians 4:6}

- „But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if
any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if Christ be in you, the body is
dead because of sin; but the Spirit is life because of righteousness. But if the Spirit of him that
raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also
quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you.” Romans 8:9-11

- „…under the control of Christ. His Spirit is a renewing power…” {Ellen White, Testimonies for
the Church, Vol. 5, p. 219.4}

- „The teacher must be baptized with the Holy Spirit. Then the mind and spirit of Christ will be

in him, and he will confess Christ in a spiritual and holy life.” {Ellen White, Review & Herald,
February 9, 1882, par. 21}

Through these prophetic words we can without a doubt recognize that “In the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost (Spirit)” can only mean one thing: “In the name of the Father
and of the Son and of Their Spirit”! This isn’t just a possible implication, this is, when taken in
conjunction with other verses, the literal meaning!
Here we read that the Father and Son live in us by Their Spirit, which is the Spirit of the Father and
the Spirit of the Son! The Holy Spirit isn’t a third Divine Being, but is the Divine Personality
proceeding simultaneously from the Father and Son, in a way that we cannot understand, by which
They are Themselves omnipresent.
At the heart of every apostasy, instead of an acceptance of God’s word as He sent it to us, even if
we cannot fully understand it, there are unclear and unfounded claims without any clear biblical
support. We are following the catholic doctrine of the Trinity, which we had rejected at the
beginning of Adventism, but after the death of Ellen White we accepted as “new truth.” Today’s
claims that we have only finally grasped the whole truth through the Trinity are really silly.

Have we really finally uncovered the whole mosaic by returning to the teachings of fallen
Christianity from the 3rd century?

- „Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.” {Acts 2:38}

Here is a deepening of the truth which explains and confirms that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the
Father and Son, and which we receive as a gift (from the Father and Son), when as a sign of our
right choice we are baptized in the name of the Father and the Son and Their Spirit.
This tells us that the Apostles fully understood this question. A gift is not a being but rather a gift!
We receive the Holy Spirit as a gift, and it doesn’t say that the Holy Spirit sends Its gift. On the
other hand, Jesus was sent as a Son rather than a gift, and He gave His life for our salvation. In all
of this we clearly see that the Apostles correctly understood Jesus’ statement about baptism.
Despite this there are also attempts by some to interpret the following statement in favor of the
Trinity, and in this context they would claim that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are a royal family
and three Kings of this family as three Beings.

- „Baptism is a most solemn renunciation of the world. Those who are baptized in the threefold

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, at the very entrance of their Christian life
declare publicly that they have forsaken the service of Satan and have become members of
the royal family, children of the heavenly King (singular!). They have obeyed the command:
“Come out from among them, and be ye separate, ... and touch not the unclean thing.” And to
them is fulfilled the promise: “I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be My
sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty.” 2 Corinthians 6:17, 18.” {Ellen White, Testimonies
for the Church, Vol. 6, p. 91.3}

Who is that King?

- „The King of the universe summoned the heavenly hosts before Him, that in their presence He

might set forth the true position of His Son and show the relation He sustained to all created
beings. The Son of God shared the Father’s throne, and the glory of the eternal, self-existent
One (the Father) encircled both.” {Ellen White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 36.2}

Is God the Father Almighty a Trinity? According to the Bible, He is certainly not! When we look at
these words a little more deeply, we can see that they, who are baptized in the name of the Father,
the Son and the Holy Spirit belong to a royal family, for they have distanced themselves from
Satan. The quote from Volume 6 is talking about baptism, not that the Holy Spirit is a royal being.
Actually, we can see once again that that royal family are the many children of one King, a
heavenly Father, God the Father! Since it clearly says here that God the heavenly Father is the
one King and all the rest are His children, then according to the Trinity as the Father of the royal
family he would also have to be Father to the Holy Spirit.
The doctrine of the Trinity claims that God is only “symbolically” a Father, and that only while Jesus
was on the earth. Paul here explains that all the saved members of the royal family and as such
have the gift of the Holy Spirit, for they are baptized in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of
Their Holy Spirit.
Even these clear words are sometimes misunderstood, with statements that the name God the
King (Father) means the Trinity, which is completely unbiblical. This should help us to understand
the quote below:

- „In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, man is laid in his watery grave, buried
with Christ in baptism, and raised from the water to live the new life of loyalty to God. The three
great powers in heaven are witnesses; they are invisible but present.” {Ellen White,
Testimonies for the church, Vol. 6, pg. 1074.8}

What does the above quote say about three Divine Powers? That they are Divine powers of His
work and activity, but it does not say above that They are three Beings. The three great powers are
not defined but only enumerated. There is no doubt that there are three great Powers in heaven
for, as we will see in later chapters and as Revelation clearly defines, but this statement does not
say what kind of relationship there is between these three Powers.
Three powers in heaven and Their relationship to each other can be correctly understood only in
the light of what Ellen White the prophet of God wrote, which is that God is the Father of Christ;
elsewhere she explained Their relationship to the Holy Spirit, namely that It is the Spirit of the
Father and of Christ. The Bible doesn’t say that God is a power, but rather that He has power, and
that the One who has all power is God the Father:

- „The divine Spirit that the world’s Redeemer promised to send, is the presence and power of
God.” {Ellen White, Signs of the Times, November 23, 1891, par. 1}

- „Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God (the Father, not a

Trinity), and of Jesus our Lord, According as his divine power hath given unto us all things
that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory
and virtue:” {2 Peter 1:2-3}

How do we respond to the following text in the context of three Beings? Our answer is that this
quote speaks of two Divine Beings, God and Christ, with Their Spirit:

- „In the first chapter of Second Peter is presented the progressive work in the Christian life. The

whole chapter is a lesson of deep importance. If man, in acquiring the Christian graces, works
on the plan of addition, God has pledged Himself to work in his behalf upon the plan of
multiplication. ‘Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and
of Jesus our Lord.’ The work is laid out before every soul that has acknowledged his faith in
Jesus Christ by baptism, and has become a receiver of the pledge from the three persons—
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (Manuscript 57, 1900).” {Ellen White: S.D.A. Bible
Commentary, Vol. 6, p. 1074.9}

Since we have been able to clearly see in many places that there are not three Beings, then we
should be able to grasp what Ellen White was thinking when she wrote “three persons.” As it is
familiar to Seventh-Day Adventist history, Ellen White used the 1828 Noah Webster’s dictionary in
the preparation of her works, which in its sixth definition describes one of the meanings of the word
“Person”:

- „Character of office. - ‘How different is the same man from himself, as he sustains the person of
a magistrate and that of a friend.’” {American Dictionary of the English Language, Noah
Webster, 1828 NWAD PERSON 12,13}

A man, although one individual, can be greatly differentiated depending on his various roles, which
within each service represents his particular and varied “persons”. A man as a magistrate is very
different from himself as a friend. And the Bible itself uses the word “another” to describe the same
individual:

- „And the Spirit of the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt prophesy with them, and shalt be
turned into another man.” {1 Samuel 10:6}

That is why the Holy Spirit is represented as a third Person functionally, for although it is Jesus
Himself, it is simultaneously separated from Him, but not as a third Being:
- „Those who believe the truth should remember that they are God’s little children, that they are

under His training. Let them be thankful to God for His manifold mercies and be kind to one
another. They have one God and one Saviour; and one Spirit—the Spirit of Christ—is to
bring unity into their ranks.” {Ellen White, Testimonies for the church, vol. 9, pg. 189.3, 1905}

- „Cumbered with humanity, Christ could not be in every place personally; therefore it was

altogether for their advantage that He should leave them, go to His Father, and send the Holy
Spirit to be His successor on earth. The Holy Spirit is Himself, divested of the personality of
humanity, and independent thereof. He would represent Himself as present in all places by
His Holy Spirit, as the Omnipresent.” {Ellen White, Letter 119, February 18, 1895, par. 18} (This
quote could also be found in 14MR 23.3, but with the comma between “Himself” and “divested”.
That source was available since the 1970’s, but the letter was only released in 2015}

The Holy Spirit doesn’t have a human personality to be divested from, only Jesus. Jesus is the
One who through His Holy Spirit is omnipresent. The Holy Spirit couldn’t be the One who was
omnipresent through His Holy Spirit, for then you would have two Holy Spirits.
The meaning of the word “divested” assumes that whatever was being divested was previously
“invested”. Some try to claim that “divested” simply means “separated,” and that this simply means
that the Holy Spirit doesn’t possess a human nature, and that this quote isn’t talking about Jesus.
Again, the Holy Spirit doesn’t have a human nature to be divested from! Only Jesus has a direct
link to humanity, because He took humanity into Himself when He came to die for us, and He went
up the same into heaven and the heavenly sanctuary!

Actually ist Matthew 28:19 one falsification:
A Collection of Evidence Against the Traditional Wording of Matthew 28:19
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics:
As to Matthew 28:19, it says: It is the central piece of evidence for the traditional (Trinitarian) view.
If it were undisputed, this would, of course, be decisive, but its trustworthiness is impugned on
grounds of textual criticism, literary criticism and historical criticism. The same Encyclopedia further
states that: "The obvious explanation of the silence of the New Testament on the triune name, and
the use of another (JESUS NAME) formula in Acts and Paul, is that this other formula was the
earlier, and the triune formula is a later addition."
Edmund Schlink, The Doctrine of Baptism, page 28:

- “The baptismal command in its Matthew 28:19 form can not be the historical origin of Christian

baptism. At the very least, it must be assumed that the text has been transmitted in a form
expanded by the [Catholic] church."

The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, I, 275:

- „It is often affirmed that the words in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost are not the ipsissima verba [exact words] of Jesus, but...a later liturgical addition."

Wilhelm Bousset, Kyrios Christianity, page 295:

- „The testimony for the wide distribution of the simple baptismal formula [in the Name of Jesus]
down into the second century is so overwhelming that even in Matthew 28:19, the Trinitarian
formula was later inserted."

The Catholic Encyclopedia, II, page 263:

- „The baptismal formula was changed from the name of Jesus Christ to the words Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit by the Catholic Church in the second century."

Hastings Dictionary of the Bible 1963, page 1015:

- „The Trinity.-...is not demonstrable by logic or by Scriptural proofs,...The term Trias was first

used by Theophilus of Antioch (c AD 180),...(The term Trinity) not found in Scripture..." "The
chief Trinitarian text in the NT is the baptismal formula in Mt 28:19...This late post-resurrection
saying, not found in any other Gospel or anywhere else in the NT, has been viewed by some
scholars as an interpolation into Matthew. It has also been pointed out that the idea of making
disciples is continued in teaching them, so that the intervening reference to baptism with its
Trinitarian formula was perhaps a later insertion into the saying. Finally, Eusebius's form of the
(ancient) text ("in my name" rather than in the name of the Trinity) has had certain advocates.
(Although the Trinitarian formula is now found in the modern-day book of Matthew), this does not
guarantee its source in the historical teaching of Jesus. It is doubtless better to view the
(Trinitarian) formula as derived from early (Catholic) Christian, perhaps Syrian or Palestinian,
baptismal usage (cf Didache 7:1-4), and as a brief summary of the (Catholic) Church's teaching
about God, Christ, and the Spirit:..."

The Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge:

- „Jesus, however, cannot have given His disciples this Trinitarian order of baptism after His

resurrection; for the New Testament knows only one baptism in the name of Jesus (Acts 2:38;
8:16; 10:43; 19:5; Gal. 3:27; Rom. 6:3; 1 Cor. 1:13-15), which still occurs even in the second and
third centuries, while the Trinitarian formula occurs only in Matt. 28:19, and then only again (in
the) Didache 7:1 and Justin, Apol. 1:61...Finally, the distinctly liturgical character of the
formula...is strange; it was not the way of Jesus to make such formulas... the formal
authenticity of Matt. 28:19 must be disputed..." page 435.

The Jerusalem Bible, a scholarly Catholic work, states:

- „It may be that this formula, (Triune Matthew 28:19) so far as the fullness of its expression is

concerned, is a reflection of the (Man-made) liturgical usage established later in the primitive
(Catholic) community. It will be remembered that Acts speaks of baptizing "in the name of
Jesus,"..."

The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Vol. 4, page 2637, Under "Baptism," says:

- „Matthew 28:19 in particular only canonizes a later ecclesiastical situation, that its
universalism is contrary to the facts of early Christian history, and its Trinitarian formula
(is) foreign to the mouth of Jesus."

New Revised Standard Version says this about Matthew 28:19:

- „Modern critics claim this formula is falsely ascribed to Jesus and that it represents later

(Catholic) church tradition, for nowhere in the book of Acts (or any other book of the Bible) is
baptism performed with the name of the Trinity..."

James Moffett's New Testament Translation - In a footnote on page 64 about Matthew 28:19 he
makes this statement:

- „It may be that this (Trinitarian) formula, so far as the fullness of its expression is concerned, is a
reflection of the (Catholic) liturgical usage established later in the primitive (Catholic)
community, It will be remembered that Acts speaks of baptizing "in the name of Jesus, cf.
Acts 1:5 +."

Tom Harpur, former Religion Editor of the Toronto Star in his "For Christ's sake," page 103 informs
us of these facts:

- „All but the most conservative scholars agree that at least the latter part of this command [Triune

part of Matthew 28:19] was inserted later. The [Trinitarian] formula occurs nowhere else in the
New Testament, and we know from the only evidence available [the rest of the New Testament]
that the earliest Church did not baptize people using these words ("in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost") baptism was "into" or "in" the name of Jesus
alone. Thus it is argued that the verse originally read "baptizing them in My Name" and then
was expanded [changed] to work in the [later Catholic Trinitarian] dogma. In fact, the first view
put forward by German critical scholars as well as the Unitarians in the nineteenth century, was
stated as the accepted position of mainline scholarship as long ago as 1919, when Peake's
commentary was first published: "The Church of the first days (AD 33) did not observe this
world-wide (Trinitarian) commandment, even if they knew it. The command to baptize into the
threefold [Trinity] name is a late doctrinal expansion."

The Bible Commentary 1919 page 723: Dr. Peake makes it clear that:

- „The command to baptize into the threefold name is a late doctrinal expansion. Instead of the
words baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost we
should probably read simply -"into My Name."

Theology of the New Testament By R. Bultmann, 1951, page 133 under Kerygma of the
Hellenistic Church and the Sacraments. The historical fact that the verse Matthew 28:19 was
altered is openly confesses to very plainly:

- "As to the rite of baptism, it was normally consummated as a bath in which the one receiving

baptism completely submerged, and if possible in flowing water as the allusions of Acts 8:36,
Heb. 10:22, Barn. 11:11 permit us to gather, and as Did. 7:1-3 specifically says. According to the
last passage, [the apocryphal Catholic Didache] suffices in case of the need if water is three
times poured [false Catholic sprinkling doctrine] on the head. The one baptizing names over
the one being baptized the name of the Lord Jesus Christ," later expanded [changed] to the
name of the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit."

Doctrine and Practice in the Early Church: By Dr. Stuart G. Hall 1992, pages 20 and 21.
Professor Stuart G. Hall was the former Chair of Ecclesiastical History at King's College, London
England. Dr. Hall makes the factual statement that Catholic Trinitarian Baptism was not the original
form of Christian Baptism, rather the original was Jesus name baptism.

- "In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit," although those words were not

used, as they later are, as a formula. Not all baptisms fitted this rule." Dr Hall further, states:
"More common and perhaps more ancient was the simple, "In the name of the Lord Jesus or,
Jesus Christ." This practice was known among Marcionites and Orthodox; it is certainly the
subject of controversy in Rome and Africa about 254, as the anonymous tract De rebaptismate
("On rebaptism") shows."

The Beginnings of Christianity: The Acts of the Apostles Volume 1, Prolegomena 1:

- „The Jewish Gentile, and Christian Backgrounds by F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake

1979 version pages 335-337. "There is little doubt as to the sacramental nature of baptism by
the middle of the first century in the circles represented by the Pauline Epistles, and it is
indisputable in the second century. The problem is whether it can in this (Trinitarian) form be
traced back to Jesus, and if not what light is thrown upon its history by the analysis of the
synoptic Gospels and Acts.According to Catholic teaching, (traditional Trinitarian) baptism was
instituted by Jesus. It is easy to see how necessary this was for the belief in sacramental
regeneration. Mysteries, or sacraments, were always the institution of the Lord of the cult; by
them, and by them only, were its supernatural benefits obtained by the faithful. Nevertheless, if
evidence counts for anything, few points in the problem of the Gospels are so clear as the
improbability of this teaching.The reason for this assertion is the absence of any mention of
Christian baptism in Mark, Q, or the third Gospel, and the suspicious nature of the account of its
institution in Matthew 28:19: "Go ye into all the world, and make disciples of all Gentiles
(nations), baptizing them in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit." It is not even
certain whether this verse ought to be regarded as part of the genuine text of Matthew.

No other text, indeed, is found in any extant manuscripts, in any language, but it is arguable that
Justin Martyr, though he used the trine formula, did not find it in his text of the Gospels; Hermas
seems to be unacquainted with it; the evidence of the Didache is ambiguous, and Eusebius
habitually, though not invariably, quotes it in another form, "Go ye into all the world and make
diciples of all the Gentiles in My Name.“ No one acquainted with the facts of textual history and
patristic evidence can doubt the tendency would have been to replace the Eusebian text (In My
Name) by the ecclesiastical (Catholic Trinitarian) formula of baptism, so that transcriptional
evedence" is certainly on the side of the text omitting baptism.But it is unnecessary to discuss
this point at length, because even if the ordinary (modern Trinity) text of Matthew 28:19 be
sound it can not represent historical fact. Would they have baptized, as Acts says that they did,
and Paul seem to confirm the statement, in the name of the Lord Jesus if the Lord himself had
commanded them to use the (Catholic Trinitarian) formula of the Church? On every point the
evidence of Acts is convincing proof that the (Catholic) tradition embodied in Matthew 28:19 is a
late (non-Scriptural Creed) and unhistorical. Neither in the third gospel nor in Acts is there any
reference to the (Catholic Trinitarian) Matthaean tradition, nor any mention of the institution of
(Catholic Trinitarian) Christian baptism. Nevertheless, a little later in the narrative we find several
references to baptism in water in the name of the Lord Jesus as part of recognized (Early)
Christian practice. Thus we are faced by the problem of a Christian rite, not directly ascribed to
Jesus, but assumed to be a universal (and original) practice. That it was so is confirmed by the
Epistles, but the facts of importance are all contained in Acts.“ Also in the same book on page
336 in the footnote number one, Professor Lake makes an astonishing discovery in the so-called
Teaching or Didache. The Didache has an astonishing contradiction that is found in it. One
passage refers to the necessity of baptism in the name of the Lord, which is Jesus the other
famous passage teaches a Trinitarian Baptism. Lake raises the probability that the apocryphal
Didache or the early Catholic Church Manual may have also been edited or changed to promote
the later Trinitarian doctrine. It is a historical fact that the Catholic Church at one time baptized
its converts in the name of Jesus but later changed to Trinity baptism. 1. In the actual description
of baptism in the Didache the trine (Trinity) formula is used; in the instructions for the Eucharist
(communion) the condition for admission is baptism in the name of the Lord. It is obvious that in
the case of an eleventh-century manuscript *the trine formula was almost certain to be inserted
in the description of baptism, while the less usual formula had a chance of escaping notice when
it was only used incidentally."
The Catholic University of America in Washington, D. C. 1923, New Testament Studies
Number 5:

- „The Lord's Command To Baptize An Historical Critical Investigation. By Bernard Henry Cuneo

page 27. "The passages in Acts and the Letters of St. Paul. These passages seem to point to
the earliest form as baptism in the name of the Lord." Also we find. "Is it possible to reconcile
these facts with the belief that Christ commanded his disciples to baptize in the trine form? Had
Christ given such a command, it is urged, the Apostolic Church would have followed him, and
we should have some trace of this obedience in the New Testament. No such trace can be
found. The only explanation of this silence, according to the anti-traditional view, is this the short
christological (Jesus Name) formula was (the) original, and the longer trine formula was a
later development."

A History of The Christian Church: 1953 by Williston Walker former Professor of Ecclesiastical
History at Yale University. On page 95 we see the historical facts again declared.

- "With the early disciples generally baptism was "in the name of Jesus Christ." There is no

mention of baptism in the name of the Trinity in the New Testament, except in the command
attributed to Christ in Matthew 28:19. That text is early, (but not the original) however. It
underlies the Apostles' Creed, and the practice recorded (*or interpolated) in the Teaching, (or
the Didache) and by Justin. The Christian leaders of the third century retained the recognition of
the earlier form, and, in Rome at least, baptism in the name of Christ was deemed valid, if
irregular, certainly from the time of Bishop Stephen (254-257)."

On page 61 Professor and Church historian Walker, reviles the true origin and purpose of Matthew
28:19.

- „This Text is the first man-made Roman Catholic Creed that was the prototype for the later

Apocryphal Apostles' Creed. Matthew 28:19 was invented along with the Apocryphal Apostles'
Creed to counter so-called heretics and Gnostics that baptized in the name of Jesus Christ!
Marcion although somewhat mixed up in some of his doctrine still baptized his converts the
Biblical way in the name of Jesus Christ. Matthew 28:19 is the first non-Biblical Roman Catholic
Creed! The spurious Catholic text of Matthew 28:19 was invented to support the newer triune,
Trinity doctrine. Therefore, Matthew 28:19 is not the "Great Commission of Jesus Christ."
Matthew 28:19 is the great Catholic hoax! Acts 2:38, Luke 24:47, and 1 Corinthians 6:11 give us
the ancient original words and teaching of Yeshua/Jesus! Is it not also strange that Matthew
28:19 is missing from the old manuscripts of Sinaiticus, Curetonianus and Bobiensis? "While the
power of the episcopate and the significance of churches of apostolical (Catholic) foundation
was thus greatly enhanced, the Gnostic crisis saw a corresponding development of (man-made
non-inspired spurious) creed, at least in the West. Some form of instruction before baptism was
common by the middle of the second century. At Rome this developed, apparently, between 150
and 175, and probably in opposition to Marcionite Gnosticism, into an explication of the
baptismal formula of Matthew 28:19 the earliest known form of the so-called Apostles Creed.“

Catholic Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger: He makes this confession as to the origin of the chief Trinity
text of Matthew 28:19.

- „The basic form of our (Matthew 28:19 Trinitarian) profession of faith took shape during the
course of the second and third centuries in connection with the ceremony of baptism. So far as
its place of origin is concerned, the text (Matthew 28:19) came from the city of Rome."

The Trinity baptism and text of Matthew 28:19 therefore did not originate from the original Church
that started in Jerusalem around AD 33. It was rather as the evidence proves a later invention of
Roman Catholicism completely fabricated. Very few know about these historical facts.
„The Demonstratio Evangelica“ by Eusebius: Eusebius was the Church historian and Bishop of
Caesarea. On page 152 Eusebius quotes the early book of Matthew that he had in his library in
Caesarea. According to this eyewitness of an unaltered Book of Matthew that could have been the
original book or the first copy of the original of Matthew. Eusebius informs us of Jesus' actual
words to his disciples in the original text of Matthew 28:19: "With one word and voice He said to
His disciples:

- „Go, and make disciples of all nations in My Name, teaching them to observe all things
whatsover I have commanded you." That Name is Jesus and not trinity.

